Ethically attractive dose-finding designs for drugs with a narrow therapeutic index.
A simulation-based comparison study on the relative merits of dose-control trials (DCTs) with exposure-response analysis versus concentration-control trials (CCTs) for drugs with narrow therapeutic index showed that DCT designs are more informative about the exposure-response relationship. The authors revisit the question employing optimal design methodology and propose strategies for designing ethically attractive trials for these drugs, balancing between individual-collective risk and informativeness. An optimal study was performed considering a hypothetical immunosuppressant agent with 2 clinical end points. Different scenarios were optimized applying cost-based designs (unwanted events vs number of subjects/trial or maximal individual risk). Dose/exposure targets and number of subjects per trial/arm were optimized. Prior information inclusion on baseline risks was evaluated. DCTs were more informative, needing smaller studies to provide the same information as CCTs. Using the number of unwanted events-rather than subjects-as cost resulted in ethically more attractive designs. Including prior baseline risk information reduced the number of subject/events and allowed the use of targets closer to the optimal. Designing dose-finding trials for some narrow therapeutic index drugs may be improved by using DCTs with exposure-response analysis, cost-based designs, prior information, and optimal design analysis providing information on the ethical trade-off between individual risk and information gain.